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logo

DO YOUR THINGDO YOUR THING

the logo is potentially the most powerful and impactful component of 
a brand.  It can rise to become the most visually-identifiable element 

synonymous with the region. As such, it is important that the design 
standards and style guide be adhered to so as to most accurately and 

impactfully represent everything the region has to offer.

the logo primarily exists with Two components:  

as the logo becomes more widely identifiable, the logo can also stand 
without the brand tagline and even without the syracuse text:

graphic syr

syracuse text 



logo
the logo has four primary color combinations.  

they are provided as .eps files and .jpeg files.

.eps files are infinitely scalable vectors and are ideal for print applications.  
jpegs should only be used for digital applications where perfect quality isn’t 

the top concern.

in addition to the four primary color combinations, some applications may 
warrant a greyscale version of the logo.  the greyscale version may be used 

on a white or black background.  in all cases, take care in using it so as to not 
put it onto a background that is too similar to any of the logo components.



logo
the logo should always have sufficient clear space around it, so that it may 

always be easily readable.  if the surroundings are too busy, the logo will 
not stand on its own and will lose its impact.

do not stretch the logo.

additionally, here are some other logo absolutely-do-not-dos:

do not recolor the logo.do not reposition or 
resize logo text.



color

blue
r: 39   g: 170:   b 225 

c: 70   m: 15   y: 0    k: 0

green
r: 150   g: 192   b: 61

c: 47   m: 5   y: 100    k: 0

dark gray
r: 109   g: 110   b: 111

 c: 2   m: 1   y: 0    k: 56

purple
r: 189   g: 59   b: 149

c: 25  m: 91   y: 0    k: 0

orange  
r: 248   g: 153   b: 35

c: 0   m: 47   y: 97    k: 0

the logo contains four primary colors, of which only three should 
typically be used in combination together.  in some larger compositions, 

in which the logo is a component, it is acceptable to introduce the fourth 
color to the composition so long as it doesn’t overpower the logo.

the four colors are orange, purple, blue, and green. 
dark gray is used as an accent.



font
bebas neue is an all-caps font; there is no option for lower case 

characters.  utilize this font primarily for titles and more concise writings 
that are in more visible applications.

there are five font styles that can be utilized:

in most applications, book is the appropriate font style to use.

in larger applications, thin or light styles can be applied for a slimmer, 
sleeker look.

for emphasis, apply the regular or bold style depending on how much the 
text needs to pop.  

for general day-to-day writing, such as emails and the body of a letter, 
rather than bebas neue, utilize a common sans-serif font such as 

helvetica.

thin light book regular bold
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